18	MEMOIRS  OP RACHEL.
Many and contradictory versions have been given of the
circumstances that led to the cultivation and development of
the tragic genius whose latent spark might, under less propi-
tious ones, have been stifled at its birth. The following we
can vouch for as having been the real origin of Rachel's for-
tunate career.
A gentleman of the name of Morin, who, at the present
day, is employed in a government office, was one evening tak-
ing his cup of coffee in a cafe, Eue de la Huchette, one of the
poorest, lowest, and meanest streets of a very poor, low, and
mean quarter of the town. Sarah was singing, and Rachel
•was going the rounds of the tables, collecting contributions
from the guests. Struck with the exceeding sweetness of the
elder girl's voice—a voice possessing in an extraordinary de-
gree the power of awakening a sympathetic chord in the heart
of the listener—Mr. JMorin called the singer to him, and in-
quired why she did not find a way to make her voice more
profitable than it was with her present mode of using it^a
practice which, moreover, exposed her to numerous insults,
and might result in her finally losing it.
The girl replied that she had no one to take an interest in
or to counsel her how to act.
" "Well," said the gentleman, " here is my address; come
to me to-morrow, and I will give you a letter to a friend of
mine who may be of great service to you."
The girls went the next day to their new protector, who,
true to his word, gave them a- letter to Mr. Choron, then at
the head- of the Conservatoire of Sacred Music, Rue Vangirad,
69. Choron heard Sarah sing, and immediately admitted her
as a pupil. Then turning to Rachel, he said,
" And what can you do, little one ?"
" I can recite verses," was the reply.
"Recite verses, can you?    Prdy let me hear you."
The child complied, and the correctness and feeling with
which she uttered the pieces of her little repertory were deem-
ed remarkable by this competent judge, albeit the effect of the
recitation was somewhat marred by the gruff tones of the voice.
Both asters were admitted into the Conservatoire, Rachel tak-
ing a place among the choristers.

